introduction to reel gardening products quiz answers
1)

True or False: The seeds are inside the paper.
Answer: True
Explanation: Seeds are enclosed inside the paper tape. When you feel the Reel Gardening Seed 		
Tape you can feel the seeds inside the paper.

2)

True or False: You need to take the paper out of the ground when the plants start to grow.
Answer: False
Explanation: The paper tape is biodegradable. Once you have planted the seed tape and the
planted have started to grow, the paper will slowly decompose, adding extra nutrients to the soil. 		
Leave the paper in the soil.

3)

Which of these is not a benefit of Reel Gardening Seed Tape?
Answer: Contains good quality seed imported from Europe
Explanation: Reel Gardening only buys seeds from South Africa’s leading seed suppliers.

4)

True or False: You should always plant out the entire area you have available for a garden in
September.
Answer: False
Explanation: You should always take the entire area you have available for planting and divide it 		
into quarters. You should then plant out one quadrant a month for 4 consecutive months. Th
is ‘staggered planting’ approach will ensure you are able to harvest from the garden continuously. It
doesn’t matter which month you start your garden in, as long as it is warm enough in your province.
Some of the cooler parts of the country can start in September, but warmer regions can plant all 		
through the winter months as well.

5)

True or False: Reel Gardening products work best for people who have experience growing
their own food gardens.
Answer: False
Explanation: Reel Gardening Seed Tape makes growing your own food simple, fun and quick, for
everyone. You don’t need to be an expert gardener to grow your own food with Reel Gardening.

6)

True or False: If you really want to make a big positive impact you need to plant a large 		
vegetable garden.
Answer: False
Explanation: Large gardens are necessary if your intention is to produce a lot of food. However,
while a large garden may be necessary to feed a lot of people, it isn’t necessary to teach a lot 		
of people how to grow their own food. Small educational gardens can have a very big positive 		
impact if utilised correctly.

7)

True or False: Each 50m2 Garden in a Box and every Grow Pod and Learn and Grow Kit is 		
packed according to province and month of planting.
Answer: True
Explanation: The sachet gardens, 1m2 and 2m2 Gardens in a Box contain standard vegetable 		
and herb mixes that don’t change. However, the 50m2 Garden in a Box, the Grow Pods and the
Learn and Grow Kits are all packed to contain only the seeds that you can plant in a specific
province in a specific month.

8)

True or False: 5m2 of land is needed to grow enough food to feed one person a portion of 		
vegetables everyday, sustainably.
Answer: True
Explanation: 1m2 of land will produce enough food to feed one person some vegetables every 		
day for a month. However, you will need to plant 1m2 of land every month for 4 months in order to
feed one person some vegetables every day on an ongoing basis. By planting in this way, each of
the 4 x 1m2 areas you’ve planted will be growing at a different rate. Every month, a new m2 will
now be ready to harvest and eat from. However, you need to account for some crop failure. Some
of your seeds might now grow, or you may experience a problem with pests or frost and lose
some of your plants. To account for this failure, we estimate that you will need an extra 1m2 of land.
Therefore, you will need 5m2 of land to grow enough food to feed one person some vegetables
every day, sustainably.

9)

What does the Learn and Grow Kit NOT include?
Answer: Soil and Compost
Explanation: You will need to produce your own ground soil and/or potting soil, and/or compost to
fill the Grow Bag inside your Learn and Grow Kit.

10)

True or False: The Planting Revolution is an app that will teach you how to look after your 		
Reel garden and sends you notifications to remind you to water.
Answer: True
Explanation: The Planting Revolution Mobile Application is free in the Play Store, the App Store or
in html 5 format on any internet enabled device. It was created by Reel Gardening to teach you
everything you need to know to successfully care for your garden through a series of short, 		
animated videos. It will also send you notifications every day to remind you to water and care for
your garden.

